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www.aerdrop.finance

What is AERDROP?
Aerdrop provides a truly decentralized, horizontally scalable system for
incentivized token holding. It is the birth of an ecosystem that allows for crosspollination shareholder rewards. All shareholders will be awarded extra tokens
for holding until predetermined intervals.

How?
We have done this by creating a token distribution protocol which automatically
rewards based on predetermined milestones reached.

Horizontally Scalable
An ecosystem has been developed which allows for collaborative “aerdrops”
with all other DeFi tokens in the market. Any utility token which would like
to initiate milestone dependent shareholder reward can simply integrate
with our blockchain protocol on the Binance Smart Chain and effortlessly
create value for everyone involved in the project. This in turn, allocates token
rewards in virtually endless diversity of additional tokens for every shareholder
in AERDROP.

The Process
Simple. As AIRDROP grows, its holders receive complimentary bonus coins.
As the system grows across multiple currencies, it creates a node with
every partner token via AERSTATION. These nodes are locked in for reward
distribution campaigns for all shareholders in the partner token, as well as
AERDROP shareholders.

BENEFITS TO 3RD PARTY TOKENS
Access thousands of
wallets instantly

ROADMAP
$20M Market Cap

Market directly to
DeFi buyers

TOKENOMICS
5 Aerdrop wallets, each
with 1% TOTAL SUPPLY
dropped to holders at:

5000 $AER Holders

500

Listed on Coin Gecko

HODLERS

1000
HODLERS

2500
HODLERS

and more announced later...
1000 $AER Holders

Reach $1M Market Cap
Increase liquidity Reach 500 $AERDROP Holders
Launch $AER

Renounce ownership of contract

8%

TRANSACTION
FEES

4% to liquidity
4% redistribution to holders
WHALE
MECHANICS
0.5% Max transfer
liquidity added, 10% tokens
burned & ownership renounced

LIQUIDITY LOCKED
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x57ef0dfc2530168203e67618824e6e7b52a40796597dbafd42cd17b95622ad60

RENOUNCED OWNERSHIP

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x61d892b3f91bed33068081dacd40856fddb483d91ffc0a7acb49fc390b6a91ee

TOTAL SUPPLY 1,000,000,000,000

Global $AER strategy
THE PROBLEM Rug pulls and scams.
THE SOLUTION Create a system based on community trust and transparency
to launch a coin that can succeed and add value to the crypto world.
The first step was creating a strong concept project that would attract investors
while working as a nexus between us and future partners, that’s AERDROP.
We aim to be as clear as possible, avoiding big wallets, maintaining a steady
growth and creating a strong community.

AERSTATION
The launchpad for all partner protocols within the DeFi ecosystem. All
shareholders of AERDROP will automatically have ownership in AERSTATION.
Officially the fiirst Defi ad network with direct ROI to holders & 3rd party
tokens.

PARTNER DROPS CONFIRMED
Draft NFT - Collectible NFTs
HupDotLife - NFT copyright blockain protocol

LP INCENTIVE - 50% MORE OF AIRDROP
Economic mechanics that are designed to stabilize the coin through fast
paced growth
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